Are your organization’s voice calls incorrectly marked as spam?

Your organization’s calls are the cornerstone of its communication strategy. But what happens when they’re inaccurately marked as spam, fraud, or spoof? The fallout can impact your operations and revenue for the long run.

The solution to inaccurately marked numbers is IntelePeer’s Reputation Management, a "one-stop-shop" platform providing three integrated components:

1. Number Registration
   Establish a verified calling identity, so you can take control of the presentation of your brand.

2. Monitoring
   Track your numbers’ reputation across the analytic engines serving all the major U.S. mobile carriers.

3. Remediation
   Correct mismarked numbers before they negatively impact your business.

Don’t just take our word for it. Check out our success metrics⁷:

- 90% of business don’t realize their calls are inaccurately marked as spam or fraud.
- 79% of consumers prefer voice over other channels.
- 25,000 numbers under IntelePeer Reputation Management.
- 100% of numbers currently have a healthy reputation score on analogic engines.
- 100% success rate remediating numbers with poor reputation scores.

Start saving your reputation and improving business today. Contact IntelePeer to get started now.